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si quid excidisse uideretur' and that being
misunderstood the sign was written his and
then bis.

(The dot found in H (h.s.) would help the
change to his of course). Alschefski is
partly right, but he should have said it
was the sign to point where words omitted
but supplied originally in the margin were
meant to come; and he forgets to apply
his view back to ix. 4, 13, nor does he go
far enough.1

hd, hd, hand.

In ii. 5. 2. P has ' tiberim fuit hd forte,'
and F has * tiberim fuit haud forte ' ;
both omit ' consecratus—fuit'; but P has
also in top margin ' hd ' (lined through) and
the missing words, written by P2, who I

1 think was the contemporary reviser of, P
and the real author of the MS. Here at
any rate we have caught the scribes flagrante
delicto (and what P2 said to Pj we can
perhaps partly guess), and we have the
explanation of hd, or hd, or haud supplied.

In H, at i. 39. 1. I find ' mirabile fuit
hd nomen'; there is omission of ' puero—
fuit' where ' hd' (a common abbreviation of

' haud) stands.
Also at ix. 46. 6 P has 'hd' (in lighter ink

and above the line, as though by P2) and
1 In Cie. ad Att. xv. 24 we read, Seruilia dixit

eo die Brutum hns (or his) profectum. No omission
has been suggested; can there be one, e.g. of some
second name ?

F has haud, both omitting ' dedicare—tem-
plum.'

h, h, d, b, y.

These symbols also are found in the
MSS. : -

M has at ix. 5. 7 (according to Alschefski)
' quorum h ignauia,' (' temeritate—quorum,'
being omitted). H has at iv. 24 ' parat
nimiam' with t> seen in the margin.

H has also at v. 30. 8 and 31 .1 ' haberetur
i creati' and at the bottom of the page ' fi.
uellentque—haberentur': at viii. 29, 13,
'uulnerum fi scalis coepit,' and at the
bottom ' h* quod haud fere—excesserat'; at
viii. 34, 10 'deserantur B interdiu nocte,'
and at the bottom ' & signa neque—discer-
natur.' (These marginal additions in H are
written by the scribe of the page.)

F has also y at x. 21. 2 to mark the
omission of' Romae—exercitum': the words
however are picked up later and put in
between ' nee' and ' ingenui' in § 4.

The meaning of the letters can be supplied
according to individual fancy; 6 is a com-
mon siglum for hie; A may represent some
part of deese or deficere, and s may represent
' supple ' : ' his' of course is a misreading
of < h.s' and ' haud' for < hd.' Alschef ski'a
' bis ' for ' his ' I have not yet found.

W. C. F. WALTERS.
KINO'S COLLEGE, LONDON.

March 1, 1903.

THE CLUNI CODEX OF CICEEO.

IN the Classical Review for December,
1902, (p. 460) Professor Robinson Ellis
complains that I 'persist' in speaking of
the Cicero codex now at Holkham as the
Gluni M.S., "in spite of" his "protest in a
public lecture delivered last February." It
seems that I have deliberately called it so
nearly twenty times in one paper (C. R. 8,
401-6)—' as if a thing resting on little or
no evidence,' says Mr. Ellis, ' could be proved
by reiterated assertion.' ' I have counted
eighteen cases in five pages,' the Oxford
Professor goes on to state—mercifully
overlooking the advertisement on the cover
of the Classical Review, issued under the
authority of the Oxford Press. And by
way of coup-de-grace, 'against any such

hazardous conclusion, I consider myself
bound once more to offer a determined
and emphatic protest.'

In reply to all of which, may I be
allowed to say that I know of nothing that
should induce me to cancel the title under
which my work was published, or to modify
it in any way 1

On the other side of the Atlantic, it is
obvious that I • cannot attend Professor
Ellis's lectures, or even know when they
are being delivered. My only information
as to the one referred to is derived from
what was said of it by another Oxford
scholar who, in reviewing my Anecdoton in
the July number (1902) of the Classical
Review (p. 322) mentioned Mr. Ellis's views
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only to reject them. He also quoted Mr.
Ellis on a minor point in regard to which I
was afterwards able to set him right—I
hope with a courtesy which did not merit
the present outbreak (Classical Review,
November, 1902, p. 401).

I do not know what the condition of the
book-mark may be at the moment, but
anyone who looks at the facsimile in my
Anecdoton—taken within a day or two of
its recovery—will have little difficulty in
deciding that what Prof. Ellis inclines
to take for a ' half-erased d, corresponding
in form to the first d of de conventu' is the
common contraction mark following the n
of Clun. Against the view of Prof. Ellis
and his two friends, (only one of whom, by
the way, he can describe as being ' extremely
well-versed in MSS.') I could at once have
quoted from letters addressed to me by
various palaeographical experts; but it
seemed wise to write for permission to use
their names in a controversy which (be it
remembered) is not of my seeking. Mr.
Ellis appeals to M. Delisle, and I go with
him to the judgment-seat. This is what
M. Delisle says on the subject, through
M. Omont, writing under date February 1st
1903 :—

' M. Delisle est toujours d'avis que le
MS. de Holkham doit, comme vous
l'avez fait, §tre identifie avec le n. 498
de l'ancien catalogue de Cluny, auquel il
parait tout & fait repondre. La
lecture de conventu Clun est non
moins certaine et ne peut eitre
interpreted autrement que de conventu
Cluniacensi. Vous avez du reste
repondu deja a l'avance a toute objec-
tion, en faisant remarquer que cette
meme formule conventu Cluniacensi a
et6 employee en tete de la liste des
livres de L'Abbe Yves * , * # En
tout cas, et comme nous vous l'avons
deja ecrit, l'origine clunisienne du MS.
de Holkham parait bien tout a fait
hors de doute, apres toutes les preuves
que vous avez apportees.

I might also cite Dr. George F. Warner,
who gives me leave to refer to him, in a
letter just received, as well as to Sir E.
Maunde Thompson and Dr. Kenyon, his
fellow-editors for the New Palaeographical
Society. Each of these experts has had an
opportunity of considering the facsimile
reproduction of the library-mark in the
light of Professor Ellis's difficulties, and
each remains unmoved.

As to the entry in the old Cluni Cata-

logue, I agree with M. Delisle that the
codex now at Holkham is therein 'bien
nettement de'crit.' Prof. Ellis tells us that
he has argued against this also in his
public lecture, and when I know what his
argument was I may attempt to deal with
it. The entry runs as follows : ' Volumen
in quo continetur Cicero in Catillina (I) et
idem pro Quinto Ligario, et pro rege
Dejotaro, et de publicis litteris et de
actione, idemque in Verrinis.' Strict
accuracy cannot be looked for in a title
drafted by a person who could write
Catillina, and I hold by my original view
that de publicis litteris resulted from a
confusion with the main title of a sub-
heading, such as EX LITTKBIS PUBLICIS at
iii. § 89 (cp. ibid § 74). A similar explana-
tion may be held to cover also de actione :
ACTIO or ACTIONIS would certainly appear
somewhere in connection with the Third
Book, now missing. The cataloguer may
possibly have taken it from a colophon.
In view of such carelessness, I incline now
more than ever to believe that the Clvtni
codex did originally contain the pro
Marcello, and that this speech was in-
advertently passed over by the person who
concocted the title for the catalogue. It is
difficult to believe that the pro Marcello did
not precede the pro Ligario, as in the
Ambrosianus, and other MSS. of the same
family.

W. PETERSON.
MCGILL UNIVERSITY, MONTREAL.

February, 1903.

POSTSCRIPT.

I take the opportunity of this communica-
tion to say that I do not understand the
note which T. Stangl has appended to a
very valuable and highly appreciative
review of my Anecdoton in the Berliner
Philologische Wochenschrift (3rd January,
1903). He thinks that anyone who reads
' et de publicis litteris . . . . idemque in
Verrinis' together, (as a description of the
Second and Third Verrines) must construe
idemque as = idem (cp. hodieque, hodie.)
But it is unnecessary to do anything of the
kind. The cataloguer may have had some
other means of knowing that the main part
of the Cluni codex consisted of the Verrine
speeches, and so he manages to finish up all
right with ' idemque in Verrinis '—using a
form of entry rendered familiar by the
quotations of grammarians: but in the
long interval between the end of the Pro
Rege Deiotaro and. the end of the Third
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Book of the Verrines (where there was false de actione) he wrongly inserts the
probably a colophon, which may have headings which have given rise to the
suggested to him in Verrinis, if not also the confusion. W. P.

REVIEWS.
BEVAN'S PROMETHEUS BOUND OF AESCHYLUS.

The Prometheus Bound of Aeschylus rendered
into English verse by EDWTN ROBERT
BEVAN. Pp. xxxix, 90. Sm. 4to. London,
David Nutt, 1902. 5s. net.

IT is a real pleasure to welcome this trans-
lation. Having the chance of writing on
this subject, I would repeat a principle I
stated some ten years ago, which I think is
true at any rate of languages possessing old
traditions like our own,—that for true
artistic form translations should be made
with reference to the whole literature in
either language, and that convincing trans-
lation is possible whenever the translator's
literature contains a native model corre-
sponding. Jowett in our time was able to
translate Plato; but this could not have
been artistically done before our prose had
reached that capability of ease and grace
and eloquence which he has used so
admirably. When the question is debated,
how to translate Homer, the first answer is
that we never shall be able to translate him
satisfactorily, because there is no such
native Homer in the language; and if we
are at a loss to translate Pindar worthily,1

the reason is that we have nothing corre-
sponding either to the sort of verse or to
the form of composition.

With Tragedy however—the dialogue at
least—we are in a different position j and
Mr. Bevan, taking the same view (p. viii),
has chosen for his models Milton, the Bible,
and the Dramatists, blending all, but
rightly, I think, here with a preponderance
of Milton. 'The blank verse,' as he says

1 Even by combining the style of The Wisdom of
Solomon with a Celtic manner:
Farewell, ye splendid citadel, Metropolis, called

Paris,
Where Phoebus every morning shoots refulgent

beams ;
Where Flora's bright Aurora, advancing from the

, Orient,
With radiant light illumines the pure shining

streams.
This ballad was a favourite with Macaulay (Sir

George Trevelyan, Life, II. p. 94).

(p. ix), ' and the style of diction, which had
been developed by the Elizabethan drama,
was taken up by Milton and subjected to
modifications and refinements under the
very influence of classical types, and the
Bible: it became something less adapted
for dramatic uses, but it gained in richness,
in elaborate pomp, and in organic structure.'
Greek Tragedy, consisting largely of set
speeches, was always more declamatory than
with us; and this is true especially of the
Prometheus: Milton here, as in other
respects, is our nearest single parallel to
Aeschylus. This is a specimen of Mr.
Bevan's verse, v. 351 :

Also it moved my pity, when I saw
That creature, spawn'd of Earth, that housed

erewhile
In the Cilician caves, a grisly fiend
With heads five-score, how he was quell'd

amain,
Tempestuous Typhon. All the banded gods
He dared to battle, from prodigious jowls
Hissing terrific, while his eyes display'd
Glare of great lightnings, so as he would

storm
By force Heaven's high supremacy, but soon
The bolt of Zeus that sleeps not found him

out,
The downward-ruining thunder, quick with

flame,
And reft him at a clap from all his vaunts
And swelling bravery. Full amidst it took

him,
And charr'd, and blasted all his strength to

nothing.
And now, a useless body unstrung, he lies
Hard by a narrow passage of the seas,
Under the roots of Etna crush'd and

cramm'd
While over him, high on the peak,

Hephaistos
Sits at his forge-work. Thence one day

shall burst
Rivers of fire, with fierce jaws ravening up
The golden-fruited sweet Sicilian sward.


